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1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULT 
Let 52 c KY be a bounded regular domain, (A,), G k< +m be the sequence 
of the eigenvalues of -A on H;(Q), and suppose, for a given k, that I, is 
simple and that +4 is a corresponding eigenfunction. Given h E H- l(Q) and 
g a periodic real function with zero mean we consider the solvability of the 
problem 
-Au - i,u = g(u) + h in Sz 
u=o on as2 
(1.1) 
and we prove that (1.1) has at least a solution provided ja hd = 0. 
The result is based on and generalizes a recent result by J. R. Ward [ 121 
which is concerned with the particular case in which n = k = 1. As in [ 121 
we use a variational approach to the problem but, since we get here a 
functional which is not bounded from below, no trivial extension of the 
method in [ 121 seems possible in this case. 
From the point of view of the abstract critical point theory, the 
framework in which our problem will be studied, the most interesting point 
is that our functional does not satisfy completely the Palais-Smale con- 
dition. In order to overcome this problem we establish a relationship 
between two different classes of sets used for a min-max characterization of 
possible critical points. To this aim we state a suitable version of a well- 
known saddle point theorem, see [lo], and use a technique of existence of 
connected sets of solutions based on the topological degree. As we shall 
show later on, different kinds of assumptions on the nonlinearity g are able 
to make this approach work; in particular we assume 
g is a continuous T-periodic function with periodic primitive G (g, ) 
(i.e., ll g(s) ds = 0.) 
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Our main goal in this paper will be to prove: 
THEOREM 1. Let (gl) hold and jn h4 =O. Then (1.1) has at least one 
solution. (We denote the duality between H- ’ and HA by fn.) 
We get the proof of Theorem 1 in three steps. In Section 2 we state some 
technical lemmas of calculus similar to those used in [ 121; in Section 3 we 
establish our critical point methods and in Section 4 we use them to treat 
our problem. Finally, in Section 5 we discuss some other existence and 
multiplicity results when Jo h4 # 0 and k = 1. 
2. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
The aim of this section is to derive from (gi) the abstract properties of 
some functional operators induced by g which will be used in the following. 
Let G be the primitive of g with zero mean; we are mainly interested in 
estimates (2.3) which we get through the following: 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let f be a continuous periodic real function with zero 
mean, U be a set of measurable functions on 0, precompact for the con- 
vergence in measure, Ic/ E C’(Q), V$ # 0 a.e. in a, then 
lim f(u+tl$)=O (2.2) 
weakly in LP(Q) Vp < +co, uniformly for u E U. 
We point out that in particular the previous 
has uniformly for u E U: 
proposition states that one 
(2.3) 
(b) ,f’~~ du+alCI)=O in H-‘(Q). 
Before proving the lemma we state some basic results. 
LEMMA 2.4. If f is a periodic real function with zero mean and a, b E R, 
a< 6, then f(cx*) converges weakly* to zero in L”([a, b]) as ltll -+ co. 
The previous result is essentially the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma, see also 
[12]. From this we get: 
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LEMMA 2.5. Let Q be a bounded open subset of KY’ and write x E R” like 
(x1 > x2,..., x,). Let v E C(a). Then one has 
lim 
5 
u(x) f(ax,, dx = 0. (2.6) 
Ial - TJ R 
Proof Of course it is enough to prove the statement for Cartesian 
products of closed intervals. Then one uses a reduction formula for the 
integral and gets the limit for the integration in x1 for any given 
(x2 > x3,*-, x,). Also by the strong compactness in Co of u( ., x2, x3,..., x,) 
one sees that the limit holds uniformly. Integrating with respect to the last 
n - 1 variables we get (2.4). 1 
LEMMA 2.7. Let u E Co@), u E C’(D), II/ E C’(Q), 8tj/8x, > 6 > 0 in 52. 
Then 
lim 
s 
u(x) f(u + a$) dx = 0. 
I@4 - m R 
(2.8) 
ProoJ For o! big enough one has 
cY(aK’u+$),~ 
ax, 2’ 
Then one uses the change of variables: y, = (a-‘u+ G)(x), y, =xk for 
k=2, 3,..., n. An application of the previous result then gives the 
statement. 1 
Now we are in a position to prove Proposition 2.1. 
Proof of Proposition 2.1. Fix II/ E C’(Q) such that V$ # 0 a.e. in Q and 
let E > 0 be given. Then out of a closed set Q, of measure less than E, IVll/j is 
bounded from below by a positive constant 26 and we can break Q\Q, in a 
union of finitely many subdomains such that on each of them the 
oscillation of V$ is less than 6. We can do that by using the continuity of 
Vl(/ and the boundedness of IR. Then using a suitable frame for each sub- 
domain we can apply Lemma 2.7. Adding all these integrals and estimating 
we get for given u E Co(D), u E C’(Q) 
u(x)f(u+aI(/)dx dssup IfI sup 14. 
Iw iT 
(2.9) 
Since E is arbitrary the left-hand side of (2.9) is 0. 
To complete the proof of Proposition 2.1 one has to allow u E Lp’(sZ), 
p’ = p/(p - l), and to allow u belonging to a precompact set, for the con- 
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vergence in measure, of measurable functions of s2. The first condition 
comes out trivially by a density argument (actually at this point one can 
allow p’ = 1). The second condition is verified because, by the Egoroff 
theorem and by the density of C’(Q) in L’(sZ), U has an E-net of C’ 
functions for the distance of the convergence in measure, VE>O. Then 
simply note that, by its boundedness and its uniform continuity, fdefines a 
Nemitzkii operator from the set of measurable functions and L”(O) which 
is uniformly continuous from the topology of the convergence in measure 
and the strong Lp topology VP < +co. 1 
Estimates (2.3) are essentially the abstract formulation of conditions on 
g which we really need in order to use the method in the following sections. 
One sees that the essential point is to establish a Riemann-Lebesgue-type 
lemma. To this aim we can weaken (gi) requiring only the sublinearity of 
G and of its primitive. Equations (2.3) also hold with a much simpler proof 
under 
g is continuous and 
lim g(s)= lim G(s)=O. 
(gz) 
s- +oc S’ +m 
Actually in this case one checks that the limit in (2.2) holds strongly. Con- 
dition (gz) is related to a Landesmann-Lazer-type assumption [7], see 
also [9] for the case of the first eigenvalue. 
3. THE VARIATIONAL APPROACH 
In this section E will stand for an arbitrary Hilbert space whose norm 
and scalar product will be respectively denoted by II.11 and ( ., . ). 
Let e, be a given orthonormal sequence in E. We denote by E, the space 
spanned by the vectors e,, e2 ,..., e,. We denote by P, the orthogonal pro- 
jection on E, and by Q, the conjugate projection I-P,. 
Given U E E,,, r E iw, r > 0, let B,(;, r) be the ball of E, centered at U of 
radius r. In all that follows we shall assume without any restriction U=O 
and we shall not mention r unless it is necessary. Also what we say about 
the balls B, can be repeated with trivial modifications for sets of any other 
shape like hypercubes or cylinders, therefore we can be flexible in our 
application and take as B,‘s sets of different shape but with the same 
topological relationships. 
Let H, be the set of all the deformations q of E which leave invariant 
aB,, i.e., v] E H, if and only if v is a continuous function from E into E such 
that q(u) = u Vu E aB,. (We use 8 to indicate the relative boundary of a set 
in the space spanned by itself.) 
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In view of establishing a saddle point theorem we shall consider two 
classes of subsets of E: 
d,!, = {A c El 3~ E H, such that A = q(B,)} 
&‘i={AcEIA iscompactandVqEH,:q(A)nE,i#@}. 
We note that d,l, c -01: as one can prove by a straightforward application 
of Brower topological degree, that H, + 1 c H, as immediately follows from 
the definition, and that if A E&:, i= 1, 2, q E H,, v](A)~d:. Let 
ci = inf sup I. 
AE.& A 
Since Vn &‘,r, c zz’z, then ct < CA. We state a version of the “saddle point 
theorem”: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let n E N be given and i = 1,2. Suppose that CA > supas. I. 
Then, given any sequence (Ak)k E (d:)“, such that lim, supA, I= CL, there 
exists a sequence (u~)~ E E” such that 
(i) lim, d(u,, Ak) = 0, 
(ii) lim, VZ( uk) = 0, 
(iii) lim, Z(Q) = cb. 
Also the condition cf, > supaBn I is vertjied provided inf,; I > SUpa,” I. 
Proof: This theorem is essentially well known, therefore we only sketch 
an idea of the proof which uses a deformation result. Suppose by contradic- 
tion that the first part of the statement is not true. Then it is possible to 
find a 6 > 0 such that, for some k arbitrarily large, A, n N = Iz/, where 
N= (u~El3v~Esuchthat IIu-uII ~6, c~--6<Z(v)<c~+6, IlV1(v)ll 66). 
Then an easy variant of a well-known deformation lemma (see [ 1, 
Lemma 1.31 for a related case) shows that there exists a continuous defor- 
mation rj: [0, l] x E -+ E, obtained following a flow close to VZ, which 
verifies for some E > 0: 
(VI) r1”(0? u)=u, VUEE, 
h2) rlh u)=u, VUEL&,UE\L,~+, vse [O, 11, 
(VA ?Wc;+,,2\W = J&E,2 
where L,={u~ElZ(u)dc} and q=q(l;). Therefore we can choose k 
such that 
A, = -Lc +.5/2> n A,nN=@. 
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It follows that r](A,) E &k, because q E H, since ct > supBB, I and we choose 
E< CL--sup,,“Z, and also by (q3), q(&)c L,:-,,2, i.e., 
ci= inf supZ<sup I<cA-z 
Aed; A ~(4) 2’ 
a contradiction. The last part of the statement is trivial. 1 
Remark. In particular the previous theorem shows that if A E ai and 
supA Z= ci then A contains a critical point at level CL. This follows 
immediately since A is compact. 
A further important property of the sets ~4: will be useful in the 
following. It will be proved in the next proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let A E &‘,I, for some n > 1. Then A n ef E .di ~, . 
Proof Let q E H, be such that q(B,) = A and denote by f the restriction 
of S to B,. Let 
U1={uEEI(u,e,)>O} 
u*= {uEEI(u,e,)<O}. 
One has Ane,l =f(&\fpl(Ul u U,)). We also set 
a,B,= {uEaB,I(u,e,)>O} 
d2Bn= {uEaB,I(u,e,)<O}. 
Since f = Id on i?B, we get 
aiB,=aB,nf-'(U,), i= 1, 2. 
In order to show that A n e,i E ~4:~ r, let q E H,_ r be given. All that we 
have to show is that q(f(B,\f-'( U, u U,))) n E,I_ 1 #O. A change of 
variables could be convenient. We consider the cylinder C = B,- L + 
I-r, r[ e,. Given u in E, we denote by v the element P,-,(u)E En-, and 
by w  the element u-v=Q~-~(u)ER.~,. Then UEC means llvll<r, 
llw 11 < r, while u E B, means /I v/I * + II w  )I * < r*. We define a mapping 
~:C-+B,,sendingu=v+wino+(~~/r)w.Itiseasytoseethat5 
is a homeomorphic mapping from C into B, and that it can be extended on 
C taking values in B,. 
We denote by d, C the top of C: 
a,c= {uECI(z4,e,)=r, ~~v\~ <r} 
409117.1-10 
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by a,C the bottom: 
aZc= {u~C((u,e,)= -r, [lull cr} 
and by a,C the side boundary: 
a,c=(u=o+wECI llvll =r) 
It is easily seen that 5 maps aiC in aiB,, i = 1,2, and a, C in aB,- i, Since 
~EH,-iandf=IdonaB,_,caB,,thenifu=v+w~a,Conehas 
rl(f(tl(u))) = u. 
Therefore for any w  E ] - r, r[ . e, one has 
deg(P,-,~~~f~5,B,_,+w,O)=l. (3.3) 
One can use a similar method to that used by P. Rabinowitz in [ 11, 
Theorem 1.41 to get the existence of a connected set y of zeroes of 
P n-1 oqof~~< which joins a,C and a2C. 
Set Vi= r-‘(f-‘( U,)), i= 1, 2. Since Vi are open disjoint sets of C, 
a,Cc Vi, i= 1,2, one gets that %~y\(Viu VZ). Then u=q(f(&U)))~ 
r(Ane,l)nEn-,. I 
4. EXISTENCE OF A SOLUTION OF (1 .l ) 
We apply the results in the previous section to the problem (1.1). We 
work with the space E= HA(Q) and with the functionals J, ZE C’(E) 
defined by 
J(u)=& (IVu/‘-l,lu12)-jnhu (4.1) 
Z(u) = J(u) + il, G(u). (4.2) 
Choose as (e,), a complete orthonormal system of eigenfunctions of -A 
and choose the indexes in such a way that 3h E N such that e, corresponds 
to an eigenvalue less then 1, if and only if n < h and 4 E Iw. e,, . Let U be a 
solution of 
-Au-l,ii=h (4.3) 
in E which exists provided f hqi = 0, as we require. Then 
J(U) = max 
i+Eh‘h-, 
(4.4) 
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since J is concave on U + E, ~, and V./(C) = 0. I is bounded from below by 
a constant m on ii + Et-r and goes quadratically to -cc at infinity on 
E,, _, . Therefore we can fix F > 0 such that 
sup I < inf I. (4.5) 
d&-,(ti,i) li+-$,‘_, 
Also, since the e,-component of u gives only a bounded contribution for 
determining Z, we can strengthen (4.5) obtaining 
SUP Z< inf I. (4.6) 
aI+- ,(u,r) + R’ eh Ii+&:,‘_, 
We recall the well-known Palais-Smale condition [P.S.] for a functional 
rEC’(E) at a level cE[-co, +a~]. 
[P.S.] Every sequence (u,), E E” such that 
(a) r(h) -+ c, 
(b) V~(U,) + 0 in E 
has a converging subsequence (u,,),. 
The [P.S.] condition does not hold completely for the functionals I and 
J. Actually one has the following: 
PROPOSITION 4.7. I and J verijy the condition [P.S.] in 
[-co, +oo]\{JU}. M oreover I and J verifv the condition : 
[P.S.]’ Every sequence (u,), E E” such that 
(a) (u,, e,,) is bounded, 
(b) V?(u,) + 0 in E 
has a converging subsequence (u,,),. 
ProoJ: Of course it is enough to prove the statement for Z because for 
g = 0 we get it for J. Therefore suppose VZ(u,) + 0 and write u, = v, + w,, 
with u, = (u,, eh) e,,. Let P denote the orthogonal projection on ef . Pro- 
jecting by P we get 
-Aw, - &w, = Pg(u,) + h + E, 
with E, + 0 in H-l. Let z, be solutions of 
(4.8) 
-AZ,-&z,=E,, zn L eh (4.9) 
which exist because E, I eh. 
Since 1, is not an eigenvalue of -A on ei and (w,), is contained in ef, 
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then it is a bounded sequence in E. By (4.8)-(4.9) again we see that 
w, - z, - PU is actually bounded in ZZ2J’(sZ) \dp and therefore it can be sup- 
posed converging in E. Since also z, -+ 0, we finally deduce that w, con- 
verges to some w  E E. 
Therefore if also v, is bounded the conclusion of [P.S.] holds. This in 
particular shows [P.S.]‘. All that we have to show is that if u, is not boun- 
ded then Z(u,) -t J(U). To this aim let Ic1,1 = [(u,, e,,)i + co. We are in a 
position to use (2.3), and from (2.3(b)) we get that g(u,) = g(w,+a,e,) 
converges to zero in H-‘(Q) (the condition Ve, # 0 a.e. is satisfied, see, for 
example, [6, p. 531). 
Therefore we can take the limit of both sides of (4.8) and we get 
-Aw-l,w=h (4.10) 
i.e., w  = Pii. Finally, we pass to the limit in (4.1) getting 
(4.11) 
by (2.3(a)), and therefore also the first part of the statement is true. 1 
We shall actually show in the following (see Corollary 5.7) that for any g 
the [P.S.] condition does not hold completely. 
We fix ? in such a way that (4.5) holds. We want to apply the results in 
the previous section. To this aim we shall choose as B,-, the ball 
Bh- ,(11, ?) and we shall consider the classes &j, ._ I and the levels ci _ , 
corresponding to that. 
The following is a straightforward consequence of Theorem 3.1: 
PROPOSITION 4.12. Zf ci-, #J(G), then I&, is a critical due for Z, 
i= 1, 2. 
Therefore in order to prove that Z has some critical point we can suppose 
Ci-I= J(G). We fix cl E [w + and we consider 
c(E) = SUP Z(u + tie,). 
usB&,(u,r) 
(4.13) 
We have: 
PROPOSITION 4.14. One has 
lim C(M) = J(U). (4.15) 
a- +m 
Proof By (2.3(a)) one easily sees that J(u+ae,) converge to J(u) 
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uniformly on u as c1 tends to + co, then the statement follows from 
(4.4). I 
Given a we set C(a)= BLpl(zi, F)+ ]-a, cr[ se,,. We use the arguments - - 
of the previous section using C(a) as Bh and, as already stated, B, ~ ,(u, r) 
as Bhpl. We remarked there that the shape of those sets was assumed as a 
ball in order to give a better exposition but it does not make any difference 
for the proofs. 
We also set 
s(a) = sup I. 
JC(r) 
(4.16) 
PROPOSITION 4.17. Zf cz ~ , 6 .Z( 11) then 
s(a)=c(a) for large a. (4.18) 
Proof Since inf, + E~ Z< C: ~ 1, from (4.6t(4.15) one gets a bound on 
the side boundary of C!(d) and therefore (4.18) follows. a 
We are now in a position to prove Theorem 1. 
Proof of Theorem 1. We look for critical points of Z, by usual 
arguments they are solutions of (1.1). If cj!-, # .Z(ii), the theorem follows 
from Proposition 4.12. If ci _ 1 = J(c), then in particular the previous 
proposition holds. Given c1 consider c;(a) as the critical value ci obtained 
taking C(a) as B,,. If there exist CI such that C;(E) >s(c(), then we apply 
Theorem 3.1 and we get that c;(a) is a critical level because the [P.S.] con- 
dition works at level C;(E) since 
J(~)=cL=~~~;;~, supz< SUP z=s(~)+(cc). 
A aa) 
Therefore we can suppose c,!JLx) <s(x) VU. Then there exist A, E ,oljJC(n)) 
such that 
sup I< s(n) + l/n 
An 
(4.19) 
tm E N. By Proposition 3.2, A, n ef E &‘i-, , and (4.19), implying’that 
lim sup Z<lims(n)=limc(n)=c~~,. 
n Anne; n n 
(4.20) 
Therefore we are in a position to apply Theorem 3.1 and we get a sequence 
of points which satisfies [P.S.]‘. A limit point for this sequence is a critical 
point of I. 1 
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5. FURTHER COMMENTS AND A MULTIPLICITY RESULT FOR k= 1 
The arguments in this section are only based on the estimates in Sec- 
tion 2 and do not require a variational approach to the problem. The main 
tool we shall use is the Leray-Schauder topological degree jointly with a 
sub- and supersolutions argument. This idea has been used in several 
papers, see, for example, [3]. First we state a result which is essentially 
contained in [12]. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let Hc H-‘(Q), P=infhC, ISa hqhl, taking q5 nor- 
malized and y = supha H ljh-(jnhd)&-l. Then if/l>0 and y< +a~, the 
set of all the solutions of (1.1) for some h E H is bounded. 
Proof: Let ZJ be a solution of (1.1) with h E H and write u = u + w, with 
v = (u, 4) 4 as in the proof of Proposition 4.7. Using that y < +cc we easily 
find a bound for w  in H’. Then the set of w’s is precompact for the con- 
vergence in measure. We claim that this implies that also the u-part is 
bounded. 
By contradiction, suppose it is not and take a sequence of solutions u, of 
(1.1) for h=h,EH, u,=u,+w,, and suppose that lluJ+ +oo, i.e., 
IanI = I(u,, 411 -+ +a. 
By Proposition 2.1 g(u,) converges weakly to zero in H-‘(Q). Taking 
the scalar product of (1.1) with 4 one has 
a contradiction with the assumption /I > 0. 1 
Some immediate consequences of the previous proposition are the 
following corollaries. 
COROLLARY 5.2. The set of hE H-‘(Q)for which (1.1) has a solution is 
closed in H-‘(Q). 
Proof: Let u, be a solution of (1.1) for h = h, and let h, + h in HP ‘. If 
s & = 0 we now have that by Theorem 1 (1.1) has a solution for h = h. If 
j @ #O, we can apply the previous result and we deduce that u, is boun- 
ded in H’(O). By arguments already used (see the proof of Proposition 4.7) 
we can suppose, passing to a subsequence, that u, converges to some U in 
H’. Therefore U is a solution of (1.1) for h = h. 1 
Let K= (-A)-‘: H-‘(Q)+ HA(Q) be the resolvent of -A under the 
homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions and let T: L2(Q) x 
R! x H-‘(Q) + L*(Q) be defined by 
T(u, I, h) = K(Iz,+ + Lg(u) + h). (5.3) 
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It is well known that T( ., A, h) is a completely continuous operator on 
L*(Q). 
COROLLARY 5.4. Vhe H- ‘(Sz) j h& # 0 3R > 0 such that VR 2 i? 
deg(Z- T(., 1, h), B,, 0) = 0 (5.5) 
where B, is the ball of radius R centered in 0. 
Proof For a given 3, E R, hi H-‘(O), j Z$ # 0, Proposition 5.1 tells 
that the set of the zeroes of T( ., I, h) is bounded. It is recognized 
immediately from that proof that the bound is uniform if A vary in a boun- 
ded subset of R. Therefore if R is large enough then the homotopy 
T( ., I, h) is admissible for I E [0, 11. Since T( ., 0, h) has no fixed point by 
the Fredholm alternative and because j. hb # 0, then one has 
deg(Z- T(., 1, @, B,, 0) = deg(Z- T(., 0, h), B,, 0) =0 (5.6) 
and the thesis follows. m 
For a given il we consider the hyperplane EA = {u E E = HA(G) 1 
(u, 4) = A} and we denote by u1 a constrained critical point of Z on El. The 
proof that such a point exists is standard since the quadratic part of Z is 
nondegenerate on E.. 
COROLLARY 5.7. VA E IT&! 3 tA E [w such that 
-Au, - A,+1 = g(uJ + h + tl4 (5.8) 
and moreover if J h# = 0 
lim t, =O. (5.9) 
121 -cm 
Proof. The existence of tl such that (5.8) holds is obvious because tA is 
simply the Lagrange multiplier of VI in uA. Then (5.9) follows easily from 
Proposition 5.1 because if IA,1 + cc then ul. is clearly unbounded. 1 
Now we fix h E H-‘(Q), j hd = 0, and consider the problem 
-Au-A,p=g(u)+h+td 
u E H;( l-2). 
(P,) 
Our goal is to characterize the set of the values of t for which (P,) has a 
solution. We prove: 
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THEOREM 2. Assume k = 1. Then there exist - co < T 1 < 0 and 
0 < z2 < +oo such that (P,) has a solution if and only if t E [TV, z2]. 
Moreover if tE ]z,, zz[\{O}, then (P,) has at least two distinct solutions. 
Before proving Theorem 2 we establish a lemma. 
LEMMA 5.10. There exist C> 0 such that Vu, solutions of (P,), for t = t,, 
i=l,2, ui=vi+wi, with vi~[W.q5, wiIq5, one has 
II Wl - WZII C’(R) 6 c. (5.11) 
Proof Let P be the projector of E on 4’. One has, projecting (P,,), 
i = 1,2, and subtracting, 
-awl- w2) -&(w1- w*) = PMWl) - dwz)). (5.12) 
The right-hand side of (5.12) is bounded in L”(Q), uniformly with respect 
to wi, W,Eqv, and & is not an eigenvalue of -d on 4’. Therefore we get a 
uniform bound in Ham” for w1 - w2, VP < + co, and by Sobolev’s 
imbedding (5.11) immediately follows. 1 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let Z = {t E IF? 1 (P,) has a solution}, 
z1 =inf Z 
z,=sup z 
By Theorem 1, 0 E Z and since g is bounded, then Z has to be bounded. 
This implies that 
-cQ<z,6O<t,< +cc 
and, by Corollary 5.2, (P,) has a solution for t = ti, i = 1, 2, by Theorem 1 
(P,) has a solution for t = 0. Therefore all that we have to show is that (P,) 
has at least two solutions if t E]z~, r2[\(O}. We shall show this for 
t E 10, z2[, the proof on ]rl, O[ is analogous. Let t be given and let 
U = V + W be a solution of (P,) for t = r2. Clearly U is a strict supersolution 
for (P,). Since d has constant sign we can choose 4 positive. By the strong 
maximum principle 4 is strongly positive in CA(Q). Write u1 = 24 + wi.. 
Since u1 is a solution of (P,) for t = t,, by (5.11) we have that w1 - W and 
therefore Wj.- ii is uniformly bounded in CA(o) with respect to II. This 
implies that u1 - U = Q + ( w1 - U) is negative for J. large negative. By (5.9) 
we can take A in such a way that tA < t and therefore u= ~4~ is a strict sub- 
solution of (P,) and 21~ U. At this point the well-known theorem on the 
monotone iterations tells us that (P,) has a solution in the order interval 
[4~, U]. Moreover one has, see, e.g., [3], that 
deg(Z- T(-, 1, h + tqS), [g, U] n B,, 0) = 1 for R > i?. (5.13) 
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Since S (h + t#) 4 = t # 0, then (5.5) holds for h= h + t#. Therefore by the 
additivity property of the topological degree one has from (5.5), (5.13) 
deg(Z- T(+, 1, h + td), B\[u, U], 0) = -1. 
Finally, by (5.13)-( 5.14) one gets a solution of (P,) in [u, U] and one in 
s,\cu, 4. I 
Remark. The multiplicity result in the above theorem is what one can 
reasonably expect under the assumption (gZ), see also P. Hess [S] for a 
multiplicity result in the Landesmann-Lazer case in which the existence of 
at least two solutions is proved for terms h in the interior of the range of 
the equation, which do not verify the Landesmann-Lazer solvability con- 
ditions. In our case this corresponds respectively to require that t E ]tr, r2[ 
and t #O. However, one can expect a much stronger result under 
assumption (gl); in fact, by the oscillatory behaviour of g, one can conjec- 
ture that the number of solutions of (P,) increases to infinity as t goes to 
zero and that (PO) has infinitely many solutions, see also E. N. Dancer [4]. 
We finally point out that results related to those studied in this paper 
have been obtained for ordinary differential equation problems with 
periodic boundary conditions by A. Castro [2] and J. Mahwin and 
M. Willem [8]. 
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